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The contents of The World That Was expansion adds a number of new action cards, advantage cards, and exile cards as well as their miniatures to the universe of 
Ruination. This expansion also includes the rules for the Ruination solo mode, A New Khan Rising. When playing the solo mode, players must use the contents of this 
expansion, adding them to their games as indicated in the rules below. Players wishing to add this content to their multiplayer games of Ruination simply shuffle the 
cards into their appropriate decks and play as normal.

Follow all steps for setting up the game in a standard game of Ruination, only modifying the steps below as indicated:

Play Area Setup (modify these step):
2. Separate the 3 action card decks from the Ruination base game by type. Remove 1 copy of each card from the game. Add the action cards from The World That Was 

to the decks matching their type.

3. Separate the 3 advantage card decks from the Ruination base game by tier (I, II, and III). Now do the same with the advantage cards from The World That Was. 
Remove the tier III advantage cards from the game. 

4. Shuffle the exile reference cards from the Ruination base game as well as those from The World That Was into a deck, and place it faceup on the game board, so the 
top card is always visible, in the corresponding deck space.

Player Area Setup (take these steps following step 5):
6. Select 1 of the 4 corner regions to be your home region. Recruit 1 brute, 1 grunt, and 1 raider in your home region territory with a bastion. Gain 1 resource of the 

type available in that territory by moving the corresponding resource tracker token to the first space of the resource track at the top of your horde board. Recruit 1 
grunt to each of the 2 adjacent territories.

7. Take 1 blessing token.

Forces of the Khan Setup (replaces Start of Game Setup):
1. Place the First Player standee just below the starting space of the favor track. 

2. Randomly select 1 of the 2 Khan reference cards to use. Place it over the End of Game scoring section of the board with its enraged side facedown. Return the 
unused Khan reference card to the box. 

3. Separate Khan’s Wrath from the other Khan power cards and place it facedown on the board below the Khan reference card. Shuffle the rest of the Khan power 
cards and place them in a facedown deck on top of the Khan’s Wrath card. 

4. Select a color of horde tokens to use for the Khan. Place 1 of the Khan’s horde tokens on each of the following spaces: the 1 space of the favor track, the 0 space 
of the glory track, and the 0 space of the VP track matching the icon on the tokens to the tracks. Then place the 2 horde battle board markers near the battle 
board. 

5. All brute, grunt, and raider miniatures that are not part of your horde are used by the Khan. Add the Khan’s forces to the board in the following ways: 

component summary

10 Khan power cards
6 action cards (2 in each of 3 types)
• Banish, Discover, Embolden, Focus, Raze, Salvage
4 exile reference cards
• Burkit, Serik, Vee-Vee, Yao
4 exile miniatures

4 teir 1 advantage cards
• Bone Pickers, Buried Hazards, Cave Bunker, Gyrocopter
4 teir 2 advantage cards
• Elder’s Blade, Eternal Oath, Junk Wagon, Roving Militia
4 teir 3 advantage cards
• Dread Citadel, Enduring Legend, Forgotten Machine, Heir to Carnage
2 Khan reference cards

In each of the 3 unoccupied corner regions:
Bastion territory: 1 brute, 1 grunt, and 1 raider.
Adjacent territories: 2 grunts each.

In the Khan’s Region:
Each outer territory: 2 brutes, 2 grunts, and 2 raiders.
The Citadel: 1 grunt.

A new khan rising setup

The rules for the solo mode of Ruination assumes the player is already familiar with standard rules found in the base game of Ruination. Read the rules for the Ruination 
base game before proceeding. 

The goal of A New Khan Rising is to defeat the Khan in a battle at the Citadel before he has time to gather his full might and become the new Khan. To do this, you must 
win 1 battle at the Citadel before the Khan would take his turn during the “Last Round” step of the Khan’s Fury. If you fail to win a battle at the Citadel before then, you 
have been defeated and lose the game. If at any point before that time you defeat the Khan in a battle at the Citadel, you win the game and have become the new Khan!

Gameplay

Khan reference card
The Khan reference card acts as the Khan’s horde board and has a number 
of tactics that are powered by  results rolled on battle dice. If the Khan 
becomes Enraged, the Khan reference card is flipped to its Enraged side for 
the rest of the game. The Enraged side of the Khan card is more powerful and 
includes a passive bonus that is in effect every battle.

Khan’s power cards
This is a deck of 10 cards that represents the power of the Khan. Each time either 
you, the Khan, or both of you gain any number of VP, check to see if either of 
your horde tokens has reached or crossed 1 or more 10 VP thresholds (10,20,30) 
on the score track. If so, reveal and resolve the top Khan’s power card discarding 
it near the board afterward. If this deck is ever empty, shuffle the discard pile to 
reform it. A Khan’s power card is not resolved if a 10 VP threshold is reached or crossed 
due to a loss of VP, only due to VP gain.

Khan’s Region
The 3 territories in the center of the board are the Khan’s Region, with the 
center-most being the Citadel. If the Khan gains sufficient glory to 1 or 

2 to each of his home territories, the units are recruited to the Khan’s Region 
starting with the Citadel. 

You cannot move units into or target units in a Khan’s region territory until 
there are no units belonging to the Khan in any other territories. Additionally, 
you cannot move units into or target units in the Citadel until there are no units 
belonging to the Khan in any other territories.

Unlike you, there is no limit to the number of units the Khan can have in a 
territory.

Casualties
Any time casualties are inflicted upon the Khan, he always chooses the units to 
return to his reserves in the following order: Grunts > Raiders > Brutes > Exiles

Any time casualties are inflicted upon the Khan, where territory is not specified, 
you choose the units to return his reserve following the order shown above.

Bastions
The Khan follows all of the standard rules for scoring bastions and gaining them 
from the favor track. However, armies belonging to the Khan increase their  at 
the start of each battle by 1 for each bastion in the territory. Anytime the Khan 
gains a bastion, it is placed in the Citadel.

Resources and Blessing
The Khan is considered to have infinite resources and blessings. If you are 
instructed to steal blessing tokens or resources from an enemy the Khan is 
always considered to have them for the taking, and you gain the indicated 
amount of resources or blessing tokens.

Favor Die
In A New Khan Rising, it is not favor with the Khan you are competing for, but 
rather for favor with the people of the Khanate. The Khan begins the game with 
1 favor and competes with you for favor during the game to gain bastions and 
roll the favor die in battles. If you and the Khan are tied for favor, neither of you 
roll the favor die. 

If the Khan rolls the favor die, resolve the results as follows:  
The Khan steals 2 blessing tokens from you. If you have any blessing 
tokens, you must return 2 or your only 1 to the supply.

The Khan steals a resource from you. If you have any resources, you 
must choose 1 to lose.

The Khan steals 1 VP from you. If you have any VP, you must lose 1VP 
and the Khan gains 1 VP. 

Wasteland
The Khan’s units ignore the wasteland when forced to retreat through it, as his 
resources are infinite.

khans rules
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Player turns in A New Khan Rising are resolved in the same way as in the base game 
of Ruination with one additional step:
• Choose and resolve an action card
• Resolve all battles
• Check army limits
• Defiance

Choose and resolve an action card
You resolve your chosen action card the same as in the base game of Ruination, 
with one exception. Any effect that would require an opponent to make a 
decision, you make the choice following the Khan’s Rules.

Resolve all Battles
Battles are resolved following the same steps as in the base game of Ruination 
with the following exceptions or modifications: 

3. Check start of battle bonuses: The Khan increases his strength ( ) by 1 for 
each bastion in the territory where the battle is taking place. 

5. Roll and take battle actions:
First, the Khan rolls all of his dice and takes all of his battle actions.  
Then you will do the same. Roll the Khan’s dice and apply the results in this 
order:
• Increase the Khan’s strength by 2 for each die with the  result.
• Place all dice with  results on the Khan reference card. Starting with 

the top tactic and proceeding down the card, resolve 1 of the Khan’s 
tactics for each  the Khan rolled to a maximum of 4.

• If the Khan rolled the favor die, the Khan gains the result of the roll as 
indicated in the Khan’s Rules. 

• The Khan gains 1 VP for every die with a blank result.
Now roll your battle dice, take your battle actions, and spend blessing 
tokens the same as in the base game of Ruination.

6. Determine the winner: After all battle actions are complete, the side with the 
highest total strength ( ) wins the battle. If your strength ( ) is tied with 
that of the Khan, you win the battle.

If you are the winner and the battle was located at the Citadel, the game is over, and you 
have won! Otherwise, do the following:
• Gain 1 blessing token for each blank die result remaining on your battle 

dice.
• Advance your horde token on the battle board’s casualty track by 1 space to 

a maximum of 6.
• Gain 1 VP for each unit in the Khan’s Army. 
• The Khan Inflicts casualties upon you equal to the value indicated by the 

Khan’s horde token on the battle board’s casualty track.
• You inflict casualties upon the Khan equal to the value indicated by your 

horde token on the battle board’s casualty track following the rules for 
inflicting casualties on the Khan’s units covered in the Khan’s Rules.

• If the Khan has any units remaining, they must retreat to a territory of your 
choice in the same region with a bastion controlled by the Khan. If unable to 
do so, all retreating units belonging to the Khan are placed in the Citadel.

If the Khan is the winner, do the following:
• Advance the Khan’s horde token on the battle board’s casualty track by 1 

space.
• You inflict casualties upon the Khan equal to the value indicated by your horde 

token on the battle board’s casualty track following the rules for inflicting 
casualties on the Khan’s units covered in the Khan’s Rules.

• The Khan Inflicts casualties upon you equal to the value indicated by the 
Khan’s horde token on the battle board’s casualty track.

• You gain 1 blessing token for each blank die result remaining on your battle 
dice.

• If you have any units remaining, they must retreat following the standard 
rules for doing so in the base game of Ruination.

The winner is now considered to control the territory if they have any units 
remaining in the territory. 

After you have taken all of these steps to resolve a battle, continue resolving 
battles in contested territories until no contested territories remain.

Check Army Limits
Follow all standard rules for this step, with the only exception being that there is no 
limit to the number of units the Khan can have in a single territory.

Defiance
At this time, you may choose to spend 10 VP to immediately take another turn 
before the Khan takes his. Doing so prevents the round from ending, which can 
stave off the End of the Game as the round does not end until the Khan has taken 
his turn. You cannot spend more VP than you have. 

To adjust the difficulty of A New Khan Rising, simply raise or lower the amount of VP 
that must be spent to take another turn. 

The End of Game can occur in 1 of 2 ways. If you win a battle at the Citadel, 
the game ends immediately, and you are the winner becoming the new Khan, 
or the End of Game is triggered after the Khan’s Fury is invoked.

The Khan’s Fury is invoked in 1 of 3 ways:
• You and/or the Khan advances his horde token to the 10th space or 

further on the favor and/or glory track(s).
• You and/or the Khan reach or exceed 30VP.
• You discard the last card in an action card deck, which causes the deck 

to be reshuffled.

After the Khan’s Fury has been invoked, resolve the following steps:

1. Immediately score bastions. 
a. You score 2 VP for each bastion in territories where you have units. 
b. The Khan scores 2 VP for each bastion in territories where he has 

units. 
Advance the Khan’s Fury token to the “Finish Round” End of Game Step.

2. Finish the current round. Remember, the round only ends after the Khan 
takes a turn. 

After the Khan has completed their turn, advance the Khan’s Fury token to 
the “Last Round” End of Game Step. 

3. Play 1 more round. Remember, the round does not end until the Khan’s 
turn is over. You can prevent this by spending 10 VP at the end of your 
turn to take another turn. If the Khan would take their final turn before 
you are able to win a battle at the Citadel, you have been defeated, and 
have lost the game.

The Khan’s turn is tied to the back and forth movement of the First Player standee 
between the favor and glory tracks. The First Player standee begins the game next to 
the favor track. At the start of the Khan’s first turn, the First Player standee is moved 
next to the glory track, and the Khan’s horde token is advanced 1 space along the 
glory track. All of the Khan’s turns are resolved by moving the First Player standee 
to the opposite track and advancing the Khan’s horde token 1 space along the track. 
The Khan gains bonuses from the favor and glory track in the same way as you, with 
the following restrictions:

Favor Track
• VP: The Khan gains the indicated amount of VP. This can cause the Khan 

to resolve a Khan’s power card and invoke the Khan’s Fury if needed.
• Bastions: If the Khan reaches a space on the favor track with a bastion 

on it before you, the Khan gains the bastion and adds it to the Citadel.
• Khan’s Fury: The Khan’s Fury is invoked and resolved the same as in the 

base game of Ruination.
• Blessings and VP: The Khan does not gain a blessing token, as his 

blessings are infinite. This can cause the Khan to resolve a Khan’s 
power card and invoke the Khan’s Fury if needed.

Glory Track
• Recruit 1 In Each Home Territory: Add 1 grunt to each territory in the 

Khan’s region, starting with the Citadel.
• Recruit 2 In Each Home Territory: Add 1 brute to each territory in the 

Khan’s region, starting with the Citadel. If the Khan does not have 
enough brutes in his reserve, add raiders to the territories in the Khan’s 
region that did not receive a brute.

• Score Bastions: The Khan gains 1VP for each bastion in territories where 
they have units.

• Acquire an Exile: The Khan acquires the top card of the Exile deck and 
adds it to the Citadel without resolving its bonus.

• Khan’s Fury: The Khan’s Fury is invoked and resolved the same as in the 
base game of Ruination.

• Blessings and VP: The Khan does not gain a blessing token, as his 
blessings are infinite. This can cause the Khan to resolve a Khan’s 
power card and invoke the Khan’s Fury if needed.

player turn

End of game
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